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Key Performance Indicators:
1) Quantifiable measurements that can gage performance over time.
2) Help to determine an entity’s progress in achieving its:
   - Strategic goals
   - Operational goals
   - Comparison with Industry
   - Other
3) Examples:
   - Company wants to monitor:
     1. Revenue or expenses over time
     2. Employee Sales Data
     3. Customer Satisfaction
     4. Top 5 Products
     5. Current cash flow
     6. Employee turnover
   - Supplier wants to monitor:
     1. On time performance
     2. Fulfillment rate (Fill Rate = Supplied Quantity / Ordered Quantity)
     3. Top 5 Products
   - College wants to monitor:
     1. Graduation rate
     2. Retention rate
     3. Teacher Performance
   - Sports Team wants to monitor:
     1. Wins/Losses
     2. Averages
     3. Top 5 Athletes

Dashboard:
1) Data Visualization that presents useful information and metrics and will update automatically when new data become available.
2) Dashboards may contain:
   - Tables
   - Charts
   - Data Validation
   - Pictures
   - Other visualizations of Data

Effective Dashboards:
1) Presents timely summary data or metrics/KPIs
2) Metrics/KPIs should be useful for the user/decision maker
3) Dashboard should inform rather than overwhelm
4) Should call attention to unusual metrics/KPIs that require attention or are of interest
Power Pivot DAX Measures = “Formulas for PivotTables”

1) DAX = Data Analysis EXpressions
2) Power Pivot DAX Measures = Formulas you can use in PivotTable = “Formulas for PivotTables”
3) Words that mean “Formulas for PivotTables”:
   - DAX Formulas
   - DAX Measures
   - Measures
   - DAX
   - Calculated Fields
   - Portable Formulas
   - Expressions
   - Formulas for PivotTables
4) DAX Measures are amazing because:
   - They calculate VERY fast on Big Data
   - You create the formula once and then you can add it to as many PivotTables as you want.
   - You can add Number Formatting to the DAX Measure, which they automatically applied when you drop it into the PivotTable.
   - There are more functions than in a normal PivotTable
5) Implicit vs. Explicit calculations:
   - Examples:
     1. If you use the SUM function in a normal PivotTable, you create an implicit calculation for adding. Implicit calculations are less efficient for Big Data.
     2. If you use the DAX SUM function when you create a Measure in the Data Model, you create an explicit calculation for adding. Explicit calculations are efficient for Big Data.
   - Implicit
     1. Functions from a normal PivotTable.
     2. Do not calculate quickly with Big Data.
   - Explicit
     1. DAX Function and formulas.
     2. Calculate quickly on Big Data because they are designed specifically to work Data Model Columnar Database and with Relationships.
Steps for Dashboard Project

1) Power Query to Clean, Transform & Import Text Files
2) Import Data into Power Pivot Data Model
3) PivotTable #1: for Month & Year Revenue
4) Group Dates in PivotTable based on Data Model: Automatically adds Columns to Data Model Table.
5) First DAX Measure: "Formula for PivotTable"
6) Name PivotTables
7) Add Slicer to Multiple PivotTables
8) Chart #1: Line Chart for Month and Year Data
9) PivotTable #2: Revenue for each SalesRep. Name Pivot. Connect to Slicer.
10) Chart #2: Bar Chart for SalesRep Revenue
11) PivotTable #3: Create Year PivotTable. Name Pivot. Connect to Slicer.
12) Create Text Label for Chart #2 based on PivotTable #3 and Slicer.
13) PivotTable #4: Cross Tabulated Table for Product and Region.
14) Conditional Formatting for PivotTable #4.
15) Paste Linked Picture of PivotTable in Dashboard
16) Add formatting and Alignment to Dashboard
17) Add new Text Files to Folder and Refresh Dashboard

Step 1: Power Query to Clean, Transform & Import Text Files
1) Data Ribbon Tab, Get & Transform group, New Query, From File, From Folder:
   - Data Ribbon Tab, Get & Transform group, New Query, From File, From Folder:

2) Browse for Folder Path and select the “Start” folder inside “Video17ImportTextFiles-05” folder:
3) Right-click Content Column and click on “Remove Other Columns”

4) Content column contains the text files. Click Double Downward Pointing Arrows.

5) In the Query Editor, name Query “TransactionTable”:

6) In the Query Editor, select the Trans #, Web Site, Units, Discount, and Price columns and Right-click, “Remove Columns”:

7) Click Filter Button in Product Field and then click “Load More”.

8) Filter out “TriFly” (Amounts for this product are too small for our analysis):
9) Click Filter Button in Product Field and then click “Load More”. Then filter out the extra fields by filtering out “Type”:

10) Check each Data Type to make sure that it matches the data in the Field.
11) Power Query Home Ribbon Tab, Close group, Close and Load to:

12) Click “Only Create Connection” and check “Add this data to the Data Model”:

13) Show Query Pane should show 49,426 records have been added to the Data Model:

Step 2: Import Data into Power Pivot Data Model

14) Open Data Model in Power Pivot Ribbon Tab:
15) Table should look something like:
   - Notice that the table took the Query Name: “TransactionTable”.
   - Notice that there are 6 fields.

Step 3: PivotTable #1: for Month & Year Revenue
16) In the PowerPivot Home Ribbon Tab, click the PivotTable button and create a PivotTable on a new sheet:

17) Name the new sheet “MonthReport”

Step 4: Group Dates in PivotTable based on Data Model: Automatically adds Columns to Data Model Table
18) The PivotTable Field List shows the TransactionTable from the Data Model:
19) Drag DateTime Field to Row area and a number of new Fields are created in the Field List for Year, Month, Quarter:

![Field List](image)

20) When you look back at the Data Model, you see the new Calculated Fields are added to the Data Model Table:

![Data Model Table](image)

21) In earlier versions of PowerPivot Grouping by Month and Year was not available if you created a PivotTable from the Data Model.


22) Remove Quarter and DataTime fields from Row area. Expand rows in PivotTable: Right-click, Expand, Expand All:

![PivotTable](image)
23) In cell B3 type the new name “Month Year”. The PivotTable should look like:

Step 5: First DAX Measure: "Formula for PivotTable"

24) To create our first formula for our PivotTable, go to Power Pivot Ribbon Tab, Calculation group, then click the drop-down for Measures and click on New Measures:

25) In the Measure dialog box type a “Measure name” and a “Description”:

26) In the Formula area, create your DAX Measure with the SUM function and the table name and field name “TransactionTable[NetRevenue]”:

- You can select the field from the table in the Data Model from the drop-down list:
27) Then add Number Formatting to your formula:

- 

28) The full Measure dialog box looks like this:

- This is an amazing ability we have for PivotTables created from the Data Model:
  1. Formula can be used over and over
  2. Number Formatting will always follow the formula around!

29) PivotTable now looks like this:

- Notice that the DAX Measure shows up in the Field List with the function icon (Fx):
30) Go back to the Data Model and notice that the Measure is stored below the Data Model Table:

Step 6: Name PivotTables

31) Right-click PivotTable and click on PivotTable Options. Name it: “MonthPivot”:

Step 7: Add Slicer to Multiple PivotTables

32) We will add a Slicer for Year to the first PivotTable and then later we will attach all the PivotTables to this one Slicer.

33) With cursor in PivotTable, click on the PivotTable Tools Analyze Ribbon Tab, then in the Filter group click on Insert Slicer:

34) After checking the DateTime Year field, edit the Slicer in the Slicer Tools Options Ribbon Tab to show 3 columns:
Step 8: Chart #1: Line Chart for Month and Year Data

35) Click in the PivotTable and the in the Insert Ribbon Tab, in the Chart group, click on Line Chart:

36) For chart:
   - Right-click Grey Field buttons and click on “Hide all field buttons on chart”
   - Delete the Legend
   - Change Chart Title to “Revenue”
   - Chart should look like:

37) Move the Slicer and the Line Chart to the Dashboard Sheet using Cut (Ctrl + X) and Paste (Ctrl + V)

Step 9: PivotTable #2: Revenue for each SalesRep. Name Pivot. Connect to Slicer

38) With your cursor on the Dashboard Sheet, use the keyboard to insert a PivotTable on a New Sheet: Alt, N, V

39) Click the “Use this workbook’s Data Model” dialog button (New in Excel 2016) and “New Worksheet” dialog button:

   “Use this workbook’s Data Model” is NEW in Excel 2016 (used to have to use “Use an external data source”)
40) Name the Sheet: “SalesRepReport”

41) Create PivotTable SalesRep in Row area and Revenue Measure in Values area, like:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SalesRep</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Alberto</td>
<td>$530,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin Chen</td>
<td>$552,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Ellen</td>
<td>$606,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigi Griffin</td>
<td>$549,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiki Krantz</td>
<td>$1,171,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Long</td>
<td>$585,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popi Prince</td>
<td>$561,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelladawn Sho</td>
<td>$1,210,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioux Sanders</td>
<td>$1,678,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrone Tillard</td>
<td>$1,600,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$9,047,007</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42) Name PivotTable “SalesRepPivot”

43) On the Dashboard Sheet, Right-click the Slicer and point to “Report Connections”, then check the PivotTable “SalesRepPivot”.

Step 10: Chart #2: Bar Chart for SalesRep Revenue

44) With your cursor in the Sales Rep PivotTable, insert a Clustered Bar Chart:
45) For the Bar Chart:
- Right-click Grey Field buttons and click on “Hide all field buttons on chart”
- Delete the Legend
- Delete the horizontal axis
- Click on the Columns and then use the keyboard Ctrl + 1 to open Task Pane, then change Gap width to 50%
- Then use the Green Plus next to the chart to add “Data Labels”
- Click on the Data Labels and use the keyboard Ctrl + 1 to open Task Pane, then select dialog button for “Inside End”
- With the Data Labels all selected, in the Home Ribbon Tab in the Font group, select White Font.
- Delete vertical grid lines.
- Chart should look like:

46) Because we are going to filter the Sales Rep Report by Year, we need to create a Chart Title with the Year in it. To do this we have create a “Year PivotTable” (Step 11) and a Text Formula Based on the Year PivotTable (Step 12).

Step 11: PivotTable #3: Create Year PivotTable. Name Pivot. Connect to Slicer
47) With a cursor in cell M1 on the “SalesRepReport” Sheet, open the Create PivotTable dialog box with the keyboard: Alt, N, V.
48) In the Create PivotTable dialog box, select “Use this workbook’s Data Model” and “Existing worksheet” dialog buttons.
49) Then place the PivotTable in cell M1.
50) From the Field List, drag DateTime (Year) to the Filter Area.
51) Right-click the PivotTable, click on PivotTable Options and then name the PivotTable “YearPivot”.
52) It should look like this:
53) On the Dashboard Sheet, Right-click the Slicer and point to “Report Connections”, then check the PivotTable “YearPivot”.

Step 12: Create Text Label for Chart #2 based on PivotTable #3 and Slicer

54) Above the Bar Chart create the following formula:

55) With Chart Title selected (make sure solid line is around Chart title (not dotted line)), link Chart Title to Cell with formula:

56) Final Chart has a Chart Title that is linked to the “YearPivot”, which is in turn linked to the Year Slicer:

57) Move the Bar Chart to the Dashboard Sheet using Cut (Ctrl + X) and Paste (Ctrl + V)
Step 13: PivotTable #4: Cross Tabulated Table for Product and Region

58) With a cursor in an empty cell on the “Dashboard” Sheet, open the Create PivotTable dialog box with the keyboard: Alt, N, V.

59) In the Create PivotTable dialog box, select “Use this workbook’s Data Model” and “New Worksheet” dialog buttons and then hit Enter (or click OK).

60) Name the Sheet “CrossTabReport”.

61) Create the following PivotTable with DateTime (Years) in Filter area, Region in Column area, Product in Rows area and the Revenue Measure in the Values area:

62) Right-click the PivotTable, click on PivotTable Options and then name the PivotTable “CrossTabPivot”.

63) On the Dashboard Sheet, Right-click the Slicer and point to “Report Connections”, then check the PivotTable “CrossTabPivot”.

Step 14: Conditional Formatting for PivotTable #4

64) Click in cell B5 and then go to the Home Ribbon Tab, Styles group, Conditional Formatting drop-down, Top/Bottom Rules and Top 10 Items:
65) Change the “top” to 20 and add the formatting you want, then click OK:

![Image of Top 10 Items dialog box]

66) Click Smart Tag and click on “All cells showing “Revenue” values for “Product” and “Region”:

![Image of PivotTable with Revenue values]

67) In the View Ribbon Tab, in Show group, uncheck Gridlines.

68) Finished PivotTable should look like:

![Image of finished PivotTable]

Step 15: Paste Linked Picture of PivotTable in Dashboard

69) Highlight the entire Cross Tab PivotTable, including the Filter area And then copy with Ctrl + C.

70) On the “Dashboard” Sheet, click in a cell below the other Charts and then go to the Clipboard group in the Home Ribbon Tab, click the Paste button drop-down and the click on the lower right corner icon for “Linked Picture”:

![Image of Paste ribbon with Linked Picture icon]

71) With the Linked Picture selected, use Ctrl + 1 to open the Task Pane. Then use Solid Fill, White.
Step 16: Add formatting and Alignment to Dashboard

72) On the “Dashboard” Sheet, Select the range A1:Z50 and add a light blue fill to the cells.
73) Size the Charts, Pictures and Slicer so that they fit neatly on the “Dashboard” Sheet.
74) You can click on objects (like Chart) and set the height and width in the Format Ribbon Tabs, like:

75) You can select the Two Charts (using Ctrl key) and the in the Format Ribbon Tab, you can select Alignment, “Align Top”:

76) Type Business Name into cell A1.
77) Finished Dashboard:
Step 17: Add new Text Files to Folder and Refresh Dashboard

78) Drop 2018 text file into “Start” Folder.

79) In the Data Ribbon Tab, click the Refresh All (Ctrl + Alt + F5):

80) Updated Dashboard Looks Like:
Cumulative List of Keyboards Throughout Class:

1) Esc Key:
   i. Closes Backstage View (like Print Preview).
   ii. Closes most dialog boxes.
   iii. If you are in Edit mode in a Cell, Esc will revert back to what you had in the cell before you put the Cell in Edit mode.

2) F2 Key = Puts formula in Edit Mode and shows the rainbow colored Range Finder.

3) SUM Function: Alt + =

4) Ctrl + Shift + Arrow = Highlight column (Current Region).

5) Ctrl + Backspace = Jumps back to Active Cell

6) Ctrl + Z = Undo.

7) Ctrl + Y = Undo the Undo.

8) Ctrl + C = Copy.

9) Ctrl + X = Cut.

10) Ctrl + V = Paste.

11) Ctrl + PageDown = expose next sheet to right.

12) Ctrl + PageUp = expose next sheet to left.

13) Ctrl + 1 = Format Cells dialog box, or in a chart it opens Format Chart Element Task Pane.

14) Ctrl + Arrow: jumps to the bottom of the "Current Region", which means it jumps to the last cell that has data, right before the first empty cell.


16) Ctrl + End = Go to last cell used.

17) Alt keyboards are keys that you hit in succession. Alt keyboards are keyboards you can teach yourself by hitting the Alt key and looking at the screen tips.
   i. Create PivotTable dialog box: Alt, N, V
   ii. Page Setup dialog box: Alt, P, S, P
   iii. Keyboard to open Sort dialog box: Alt, D, S

18) ENTER = When you are in Edit Mode in a Cell, it will put thing in cell and move selected cell DOWN.

19) CTRL + ENTER = When you are in Edit Mode in a Cell, it will put thing in cell and keep cell selected.

20) TAB = When you are in Edit Mode in a Cell, it will put thing in cell and move selected cell RIGHT.

21) SHIFT + ENTER = When you are in Edit Mode in a Cell, it will put thing in cell and move selected cell UP.

22) SHIFT + TAB = When you are in Edit Mode in a Cell, it will put thing in cell and move selected cell LEFT.

23) Ctrl + T = Create Excel Table (with dynamic ranges) from a Proper Data Set.
   i. Keyboard to name Excel Table: Alt, J, T, A
   ii. Tab = Enter Raw Data into an Excel Table.

24) Ctrl + Shift + ~ ( ` ) = General Number Formatting Keyboard.

25) Ctrl + ; = Keyboard for hardcoding today's date.

26) Ctrl + Shift + ; = Keyboard for hardcoding current time.

27) Arrow Key = If you are making a formula, Arrow key will “hunt” for Cell Reference.

28) Ctrl + B = Bold the Font

29) Ctrl + * (on Number Pad) or Ctrl + Shift + 8 = Highlight Current Table.

30) Alt + Enter = Add Manual Line Break (Word Wrap)

31) Ctrl + P = Print dialog Backstage View and Print Preview

32) F4 Key = If you are in Edit mode while making a formula AND your cursor is touching a particular Cell Reference, F4 key will toggle through the different Cell References:
   i. A1 = Relative
   ii. $A$1 = Absolute or “Locked”
iii. \( A1 \) = Mixed with Row Locked (Relative as you copy across the columns AND Locked as you copy down the rows)

iv. \( $A1 \) = Mixed with Column Locked (Relative as you copy down the rows AND Locked as you across the columns)

33) Ctrl + Shift + 4 = Apply Currency Number Formatting

34) Tab key = When you are selecting a Function from the Function Drop-down list, you can select the function that is highlighted in blue by using the Tab key.

35) F9 key = To evaluate just a single part of formula while you are in edit mode, highlight part of formula and hit the F9 key.
   i. If you are creating an Array Constant in your formula: Hit F9.
   ii. If you are evaluating the formula element just to see what that part of the formula looks like, REMEMBER: to Undo with Ctrl + Z.

36) Alt, E, A, A = Clear All (Content and Formatting)

37) Evaluate Formula One Step at a Time Keyboard: Alt, M, V

38) Keyboard to open Sort dialog box: Alt, D, S

39) Ctrl + Shift + L = Filter (or Alt, D, F, F) = Toggle key for Filter Drop-down Arrows

40) Ctrl + N = Open New File

41) F12 = Save As (Change File Name, Location, File Type)

42) Import Excel Table into Power Query Editor: Alt, A, P, T

43) Ctrl + 1 (When Chart element in selected): Open Task Pane for Chart Element

44) F4 Key = If you are in Edit mode while making a formula AND your cursor is touching a particular Cell Reference, F4 key will toggle through the different Cell References:
   i. A1 = Relative
   ii. $A1 = Absolute or “Locked”
   iii. A$1 = Mixed with Row Locked (Relative as you copy across the columns AND Locked as you copy down the rows)
   iv. $A1 = Mixed with Column Locked (Relative as you copy down the rows AND Locked as you across the columns)

45) Keyboard to open Scenario Manager = Alt, T, E

46) Ctrl + Tab = Toggle between Excel Workbook File Windows

47) Ctrl + Shift + F3 = Create Names From Selection

48) Ctrl + F3 = open Name Manager

49) F3 = Paste Name or List of Names

50) Alt + F4 = Close Active Window

51) Window Key + Up Arrow = Maximize Active Window

52) Ctrl + Shift + Enter = Keystroke to enter Array Formulas that: 1) have a function argument that requires it, or 2) whether or not you are entering the Resultant Array into multiple cells simultaneously.

53) Ctrl + / = Highlight current Array

54) Data Validation Dialog Box: Alt, D, L

55) F11 = Create Chart on a new sheet

56) Alt + F11 = Create Chart on currently selected sheet.

57) New Format Rule dialog box: Alt, H, L, N

58) Delete conditional Formatting Rule: Alt, O, D, D

59) Manage Rule dialog box keyboard: Alt, O, D

60) “Format values where this formula is true”: Alt, H, L, N, PageDown, Tab
New Keyboards in This Video:

61) Shift + F11 = Insert a New Sheet
62) Ctrl + F1 = Toggle Ribbon Tabs on and off
63) Ctrl + Alt + F5 = Refresh All Data in Excel Workbook.
64) Zoom to Selection = Alt, W, G